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IDEAS BANK

Whether you write in sentences or cut ‘n’ paste
in pictures, keeping a journal is a powerful way to
reflect on where you’re at and the things that matter.

A JOURNALLING KIT

In this month’s Ideas Bank we take a fresh look
at Inside Out—cards for writing, journalling and
unfolding deliberate, thoughtful conversations
with yourself.

Inside Out:
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The Circus goes to the Ballet

Resource of the Year

Value Pack Magic

The zany performers of Strengths in Teams
packed their bags for London last month.
They’re set for pointe shoes, pliés and play!

Fancy adding 3 free card packs to your
toolkit? Cast your vote for your favourite
card set and be in the draw to win!

Buy a bundle of cards
To cover the yards,
With our Value Pack range
For conversations and change…

VOTE FOR OUR
VOTE FOR OUR

OF THE YEAR
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“In conversation as in dance, each is the mirror of other.”

Anon.

In the

Spotlight

The Circus goes
to the Ballet!

Last month the zany circus performers of Strengths in Teams
packed snuggly into a suitcase for a trip around the globe.
They wound up in the middle of London’s Richmond Park, peeping
out to see the Queen’s deer meandering through the chestnut trees
and horse riders hacking across the turf.
In fact, our intrepid circus troupe wound up in the very heart of
Richmond Park, on the doorstep of White Lodge, the home of
Britain’s illustrious Royal Ballet School (RBS). One of the most
prestigious dance institutions in the world, the RBS has trained
stars including Margot Fonteyn, Darcey Bussell, choreographer
Sir Kenneth MacMillan, and Australia’s very own ballet-bedazzler,
Steven McRae.

With its performing
arts metaphor,
Strengths in Teams
is a great resource not just for human
service workers but for dancers, actors
and musicians, who often need to build new
teams quickly and find ways to identify the
strengths they have—and those they need to add
to their repertoire!

When she’s not editing your SOON newsletter, Innovative Resources’
Caitlyn Lehmann is a historian specialising in the history of ballet.
She was visiting White Lodge to meet with school staff and view the
RBS’s rather spiffy Ballet Museum. Strengths in Teams was the card
set Caitlyn chose to thank her hosts for welcoming her.

If you’re working with young people at a dance school,
a theatre group or a local band or orchestra, see what
changes you can achieve with Strengths in Teams. Select
cards that reflect the positive qualities your team demonstrates
or choose cards that highlight the personal strengths each
member contributes. Ideal for lifting spirits and refocusing
effort, especially after a competition knock-out!

The RBS, like all elite training institutions, is a body of
teams within teams. Its staff and students hail from very
diverse cultural backgrounds. It’s a place where a deep
sense of camaraderie coexists with the competitive
demands of this extraordinary field of human endeavour.

With its performing arts metaphor, Strengths in Teams is a great resource not
just for human service workers but for dancers, actors and musicians,
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I get nervous for any competition. I also get really competitive.
Morena Baccarin

VOTE FOR OUR
VOTE FOR OUR

OF THE YEAR
RATE OUR TOP SIX
AND BE IN THE RUNNING
TO WIN 3 FREE CARD SETS.

Here at Innovative Resources there’s some jostling going on
between our top six sellers. Every week they vie for customer’s
attention, puffing out their chests and plumping up their card
decks. We keep telling them to ‘Play Nice!’ but we strongly
suspect that at night, when all the humans have gone home,
there’s a little affable one-upmanship going on—maybe even a
little good-natured sledging from the bookshelves!
So it’s time to bring in the Adjudicator—call in the Arbitrator—send for
the Referee. That’s you!
Between now and the end of June, Innovative Resources is inviting you
to sort out the squabbling–at least for the 2013/14 financial year. We are
running an online ballot for the ‘Resource of the Year’ Award. The resource
that gets the most votes from you will be declared the winner. And one
random voter will be a winner as well—they can choose any three resources
from the Top Six to receive as a prize.

VOTE NOW! Click here for the online
ballot paper and to enter the prize draw.
Picture This

The Bears

			
			
			

FAME CLAIM:

A globe-trotting superstar since 1995. Finland,
Singapore, Sudan, Papua New Guinea, China,
the United Kingdom… These bears are impervious
to jetlag!

			
			

DECK CHECK:

A family of 48 bears, bursting with personality.

			

BILLING:

The absolute classic for talking about feelings with
anyone, any age, any language. Gotta have it.

			

FAME CLAIM:

The quiet achiever that gets you every time.
Picture This ignites storytelling, reminiscence and
reflection… before you even know it’s happening.

DECK CHECK:

75 striking photographs capturing slices of time
and fragments of meaning.

BILLING:

Stunning, full-colour photographs—a picture is worth
a thousand words. Must-have for group facilitators.

			

Choosing Strengths

Strength Cards for Kids

FAME CLAIM:

Released in 2013, this is the New Kid on the
Block that joined the bestsellers list overnight.
A dishy fusion of pop-culture iconography
and off-beat humour.

DECK CHECK:

36 cards (each a small feat of artistic invention)
reminding us that our strengths are always with us,
if we only choose to call on them.

BILLING:

Making good choices—could there be a more
valuable life skill? Use with youth and adults.

			
			
			

			
			

Originally featuring a menagerie of cute critters, Strength
Cards for Kids came bursting back into the limelight after
a tropical safari redesign in 2009.

DECK CHECK:

40 cards of inspiring and empowering monkey magic.

			
			

BILLING:

Watch kids and parents blossom as they focus on
strengths. Essential for anyone working with kids.

			

FAME CLAIM:

			

Cars ‘R’ Us

Strength Cards

FAME CLAIM:

			
			
			

It’s the card set that launched a small miracle in the world
of publishing: Innovative Resources! They first came to
life as a simple pack of hand-drawn cards, and have
remained our most powerful catalyst for change ever since.

DECK CHECK:

54 cards beloved by teachers and social workers the
world over since 1992.

BILLING:

How to uplift a conversation super-fast: focus on
strengths. And everyone has them! Strengths 101.

			
			

FAME CLAIM:

The motoring metaphor with grunt. Put your client in
the driver’s seat with the resource that fuses inspiration
from Choice Theory, Reality Therapy and strengthsbased practice.

DECK CHECK:

A record-busting 78 cards comprising a central deck
of 52 cards featuring lovable, exasperating, goofy, shy,
conked-out and seriously wicked cars.

BILLING:

If you’re a car, where are you heading? What fuel is in
the tank? What will help you to shift gears more smoothly?
Fantastic for setting goals and making plans.
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Whether you’re keeping a journal or writing as a meditation, it’s the same thing.
What’s important is you’re having a relationship with your mind.
Natalie Goldberg

Ideas

Bank

INSIDE OUT
A JOURNALLING KIT

Scribble, doodle or draw, write poetry, make lists,
imagine conversations—the forms of journalling are
as diverse as the journal-keepers themselves!
Today, journalling is recognised as a powerful
therapeutic tool, a way for people to make sense of
what’s happening in their lives. For many people it’s
an invaluable way of reflecting on goals and monitoring
their emotional and mental wellbeing.

Creative writing in the classroom
Stand the Inside Out cards upright on a desk (they are gate-folded
for the purpose). Invite your students to each choose a card as their
inspiration for a poem or short story. Your students may like to read
the quote and questions on the reverse of each card to stimulate
ideas. Or the key word may provide enough ideas on its own!
Reflective conversations
Inside Out can be used by facilitators to open conversations and
encourage deeper reflection on a wide range of topics. You may like
to begin with a meditation on one of the cards to create an
atmosphere for conversations that explore important issues or strong
emotions. Cards such as ‘Regrets’, ‘Invitation’, ‘Half Empty, Half Full’,
‘Memories’ and ‘Hope’ are all accompanied by questions to take
conversations in more than one direction.

Inside Out is a set of brightly illustrated cards that are all about
inspiring journalling. And not just journalling—they’re perfect for
creative writing and lively group activities too! Spark new directions
and hatch new insights. Inside Out is perfect for teachers, art
therapists and anyone who revels in creative self-expression.
Inquiring questions
Each Inside Out card folds open to reveal one—or sometimes
several— questions. Choose a card that resonates with you and
consider one or more questions. What response immediately comes
to mind? How would you answer that question for someone else like
a friend or relative or even an imagined character? How might their
response differ from your own?

INSIDE OUT
32 laminated, full-colour cards, 75 x 300mm,
polypropylene box, 44-page booklet
ISBN: 9 780 957823 174
Author: Deb Western
Illustrator: Sivan Debeljakovic

Clustering and mind-mapping
This is a great technique often used for brainstorming ideas and
generating solutions and ideas to problem situations. It’s also
something you can try in a very short space of time!

Product Code: 3850

Choose a card (or pick one at random) and write the word on a sheet
of paper. Put a circle around it. Now, think of whatever comes to mind
when you think of this first word. Then, put a circle around this word
and connect the two words with a line. Contine this process until you
come to a natural end. Return to the word in the centre and repeat the
process.
How many chains can you create? Do you notice words that are
repeated? Repeated and/or similar words may indicate themes
and patterns that are significant in your life. Are there any words or
patterns that alert you to actions or decisions you need to take?
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$44.50 inc. GST

Inside Out is perfect for teachers,
art therapists and anyone who revels
in creative self-expression.

I’m not a genius. I’m just a tremendous bundle of experience.
R. Buckminster Fuller

Grabs From the

POSTCARD

Bookshop

from the Field

The Fly
By Gusti
CAT NO. 6263

‘I love the Reflexions cards. They have
really helped in my practice. By using
them, my clients have been able to
identify where they have been, where
they are now and where they want to go.’

Loo humour at its most sublime.
Children and parents will giggle
away at this delightful tale of a fly
trapped in a toilet!

$16.45

Not so long ago, Tamisan Liddy sent us a note to say how much she enjoyed
using the Reflexions cards. She’d been working as a volunteer counsellor for
Thriving Youth Australia (TYA), a not-for-profit organisation providing training
and resources to promote the healthy development of young people.

How to Turn
Your Parents Green

TYA was working with schools to offer various programs, including student
counselling and support for the development of student leadership voices. ‘Our
aim was to help students focus on learning new skills and what they can do,’
Tamisan explains, ‘rather than on what they are unable to control or change in
their life.’

By James Russell
CAT NO. S6546D
A fun-packed, pocket-sized book
that shows ‘kids’ aged 8 to 80 how
they can make a difference in the
fight against Global Warming.

When Tamisan contacted Innovative Resources, she was using Reflexions in
a trial program designed to help teenagers develop positive qualities, including
ones suggested by the cards. ‘The program I created used the cards to help
the girls in the group develop qualities that would help them be strong leaders
and individuals.’

WAS $19.99, NOW $11.99!

Tamisan invited the girls to each choose a Reflexions card identifying a quality
such as ‘Confident’, ‘Responsible’ or ‘Able to Change’, and to decorate a page
celebrating that quality. The young women wrote about what that quality meant
to them, how they could develop it, and who they knew who had that quality.
Afterwards, the girls role-played the quality they chose either individually or
in pairs.

A-ha! Performance
By Douglas Walker
CAT NO. 9543
Build and lead a self-motivated
workforce using the eight Intrinsic
Motivation Points (IMPs) that drive
human performance.

‘I got the girls to do a survey at the end of the program and the feedback
was all positive! They loved learning what it takes to be a leader, seeing that
they have the qualities for leadership, learning to accept themselves and be
confident in who they are.’

$29.95

Tamisan is about to add another of Innovative Resources’ card sets to her
toolbox. Teachers, social workers and counsellors—keep those creative
juices flowing and those inspiring stories coming!

Psychotherapy
and Spirituality

Write to us at info@innovativeresources.org

By William West
CAT NO. S8830D

VALUE PACK MAGIC

A serious consideration of the
relationship between spiritual
experiences and therapeutic
practice, written for psychotherapists
and counsellors.

They’re small and they’re big,
And whatever your gig,
There’s one for your team
With a strengths-building theme!

WAS $72.45, NOW $50.00!

Make those precious dollars go even further with an
Innovative Resources Value Pack. Whether you’re a
counsellor in private practice, the manager of a team, or
working at the front line with children in need, there’s a Value
Pack full of versatile resources for your professional journey.
In late 2013 we added a whole new bunch of mini Value
Packs to our range. Yep, we’ve finally bundled the Mates
Traits cards, stickers and colouring book, not to mention our
collection of marvellous mini cards.
Head to our website and search Value Pack to see the
complete range. There are now more than 15 combinations
of cards and books to choose from.
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RAID OUR
There are lots of heavily discounted items under
‘Specials’ on our website, including picture
books, textbooks, games—even the odd novel!
Overstocked, early editions, slightly damaged
books land in ‘Specials’ for all sorts of reasons,
so you never know what you’ll find!!

Date: Tuesday 15 July, 2014
Time: 9.30 am - 4.00 pm
Venue: St Luke’s Youth Central, 10 Mundy Street, Bendigo
For information, email training@stukes.org.au or phone 03 5442 0521

www.innovativeresources.org
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